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OPEN DAYS 2011 FOCUS  

Thematic priorities:  

“Geography matters” 

Europe of Traditions 

 

For long, Europe has inspired many other regions to combine growth with 

peace. Over the last two decades, everybody seems to be competing in 

similar resources, with technology playing a dominant role. The globalization 

wave we are living is favoring an outstanding prosperity improvement in vast 

lagging behind areas in other continents while Europe is losing momentum. Yet, 

Europeans have unique territory-based assets which are an incredibly 

development driver still largely unexplored. 

 

So, today Europe lies at a crossroads: is it possible to regain lost ground, starting 

from the territory, its specificities and its assets?  

 

Is it possible to re-address the economy to more sustainable and eco-efficient 

productive way? Is it possible for local communities to innovate in the green 

economy starting from the valorization and re-discovery of the specificity of 

their territories? Why not betting on resources other regions in the world envy 

and do not have? 

 

We believe the territorial approach is the key to exploit art, history, environment 

as factors of economic re-launching.  

 

There is an important example in the European historical memory: the 

economic revolution of the16th century focused on Venetian Villas, French or 

German Castles, Portuguese and Spanish Manor Houses, Irish and British Stately 

Homes, Austrian, Hungary and Slovenia Country Houses, Maltase and Romania 

Heritage and the surrounding countryside.  
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The turning points in history speak of the discovery of a relationship necessarily 

new (actually, deeply old) between human beings and the environment. This 

discovery is now possible thanks to new technologies, new productive 

processes and, especially, a new attitude from key players. An attitude based 

on active networking to generate business and jobs out of those singular 

territorial assets coming from our historical heritage. 

 

Moreover, such assets are not alone. Typically, they are closely embedded with 

outstanding local environmental and cultural values. It is up to smart territorial 

cooperation to extract economic value out of these unique wealth 

combinations. 

 

We are talking of a unique heritage whose assets face no competition at 

international level and its part of our history. This is an heritage that, if 

interpreted with innovation, quality, research, may be the trump card for the 

economy of the Old Continent.  

Our goal is then to make these territories competitive in the international market 

through deliberate joint actions by private and public agents based in different 

but complementary European regions. 

 


